
THE PRICE 
OF LIBERTY 
IS ETERNAL 
VIGILANCE
3 SIMPLE STEPS  
TO INCLUDING A GIFT 
TO LIBERTY VICTORIA  
IN YOUR WILL

•  Independent
•  Vigilant
•  Informed

3 SIMPLE STEPS 
TO INCLUDING A GIFT IN YOUR  
WILL TO LIBERTY VICTORIA

Step 1
Think about what’s important to you. Would you 
be happy to support a range of civil liberties and 
human rights issues? Or perhaps there’s one 
area in particular you’d like to support.

Step 2
Decide what type of gift you’d like to leave:

•  Residual gift – leave the remainder or a 
percentage of your estate once family 
and friends have been provided for. (Many 
supporters choose to make this type of gift 
because it keeps its value over time.)

•  A fixed specific gift – such as real estate, 
shares or cash amount.

•  Whole or part of your estate – you can 
leave your entire estate or any part of your 
estate to Liberty Victoria.

Step 3
When you visit your solicitor to write or change 
your will simply make sure you include:

•  The correct registered name:  
Victorian Council for Civil Liberties Inc

•   Liberty’s ABN: 23 236 210 735

THANK YOU FOR 
CONSIDERING INCLUDING 
LIBERTY VICTORIA  
IN YOUR WILL
If you’d like to have a confidential discussion 
about including a gift in your will, please contact 
Liberty Victoria on 03 9670 6422.

Liberty Victoria | ABN 23 236 210 735
Victorian Council for Civil Liberties Inc
Reg no. A0026497L | GPO Box 3161
MELBOURNE VIC 3001



“I WANT A JUST AND 
FAIR SOCIETY”

“I have included a gift in my will to Liberty 
Victoria because, for me, success isn’t only 
about business and financial rewards. It’s also 
about helping to create a just and fair society.

I have experienced injustice first-hand. In 
my teenage years I watched friends and 
neighbours unjustly brutalised by the 
authorities. And then it happened to me.”

“FOR ME IT’S JUST THE 
RIGHT THING TO DO”

“What doesn’t appeal to me is unfairness.  
I grew up in Ireland, so I had a first hand view  
of the abuses of civil rights that were 
perpetrated there. 

And I guess my politics are about fairness  
and equality and Liberty fights basically on 
those fronts.”

Long time Liberty member Thomas Kane 
has included Liberty Victoria in his will Michael Drapac

“The fight 
that is  

never done” 
E.M. FORSTER


